BOOKS


[Reviewed in Psychological Perspectives #21, 1991; Gnosis, Fall 1990.]


[Reviewed in After the End of Time].

[Reviewed in American Journal of Clinical Hypnosis, 41:4, April 1999.]

[Reviewed and expanded edition of C. G. Jung and the Archetypes of the Collective Unconscious].


Publications/Appearances

Robin Robertson


[Reviewed in Psychological Perspectives #42, 2001; Hudson Reviews.]

Frodo's Quest: Seven Paths of the Hero in Lord of the Rings. Serialized in Psychological Perspectives, beginning with issue #50-1.
[Slightly revised and self-published as a Kindle book in 2013: Jung and Frodo: Seven Paths of Individuation in Lord of the Rings, see below].

[Print-on-demand reprint of original edition].

[Reviewed in Lightworks, the Monthly Aspectarian, June 30, 2009; Service Projects for all Humanity, An International Online Service Community, by TOS-USA; The Gnostic-3, July 2010; Psychological Perspectives #53-2, 2019; World Futures, 66-8, Nov-Dec, 2010, 626-629.]

[2nd revised edition of After the End of Time.]

[Revised edition of Your Shadow.]


ARTICLES/PAPERS

“Gödel and Jung: The Twilight of Rational Consciousness.” (Fall 1987). Psychological Perspectives.


(Omnibus Book Review). “Different Strokes for Different Folks - Varied Approaches to the
in Psychology and the Life Sciences. Robin Robertson & Allan Combs, Eds. Hillsdale, New
Jersey: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, Inc.
(book review). The Two Million-Year Old Self, by Anthony Stevens. (Fall 1993). Gnosis #29.
(book review). The Key of It All - Book one, by David Allen Hulse. (Winter 1994/95). Gnosis
#34.
[Reviewed in Round Table Review, Nov/Dec 1995.]
(book review). The Ego and the Dynamic Ground and Transpersonal Psychology in
Round Table Review.
York: Hampton Press.]
“Euler's Identity.”(1996). Psychological Perspectives #34.
(Winter 1997). Gnosis #42.
(book review). Archetypes and Strange Attractors, by John R. Van Eenwyk. (Summer 1997),
Gnosis #44.
Psychological Perspectives #37.
“Active Imagination In Practice.” (Fall 1998). Gnosis #49.
Perspectives #38.
Human Knowing, Vol 6, No. 4.

Foreword to Allan Combs & Mark Holland, Synchronicity: Through the Eyes of Science, Myth and the Trickster. New York, Marlowe and Company, 2001

“Stairway to Heaven: Jung and Neoplatonism.” (2002). Psychological Perspectives #44.
[Excerpted from Mining the Soul.]
"As Above, So Below." (Upcoming 2014). *Psychological Perspectives.*

**SPEECHES/APPEARANCES**

*Cassette available from C. G. Jung Institute of Los Angeles.*
(chair/speaker/paper). “A Sense of Wonder: Philosophical Issues of Chaos/Complexity in the


(presented by Allan Combs). The psychological significance of reentry. Joint paper with Terry Marks-Tarlow and Allan Combs, presented at the 16th European Meeting on Cybernetics and Systems Research, Vienna, Austria, April, 2002.


(class, with Margaret Johnson). "Psychological Significance of the Trinity." Jung Study Center, Sierra Madre, CA, Jan. 8, 2004.


(lecture). "Change from the Inside Out." Fourth Festival of Myth & Psyche, Colorado Springs,
CO, July 16, 2005.


(Saybrook class). "Psychology of Typology." Jung Institute, Houston, TX, Jan. 7-8, 2011.


(on-line class). "Introduction to Transformative Studies," CIIS, Fall semester, 2011.

(on-line class). "Indra's Net," CIIS, Fall semester, 2011.


(workshop). "Divination: Our Phantom Companion." C. G. Jung Club of Orange County,
(Saybrook class). "Typology." Jung Institute, Houston, TX, Jan. 11-12, 2013.
(Saybrook class). "Typology." Jung Institute, Houston, TX, Feb. 8-9, 2013.
(Saybrook class). "Typology." Jung Institute, Houston, TX, Mar. 8-9, 2013.

BIBLIOGRAPHY - MAGIC

BOOKS, ETC.

MARKETED EFFECTS

INDIVIDUAL EFFECTS, ETC.
"New Improved Silk Pull." (?? 1962). TPS.
"The Unlinking Silks." (March 1962). TPS.
"G-O-N-E." (March 1962). TPS.
[won 2nd prize in Hade-E-Gram contest Jan. 1963.]
[won honorable mention in Hade-E-Gram contest Jan. 1963.]
“Picture Perfect.” (March 30, 1979). Magick #228.
[Later republished (May 1997). Linking Ring.]
“Royal Backs.” (May/June 1993?). The Letter #140.
“Count 5” (with Scott Moore). (July/August 1993). The Letter #141.
“Total freedom vs. constraints on art.” (Nov. 6, 1998). Ring2100-l-digest. vol6, #9.
“First Dealer/First Trick/First Book.” (Mar.9, 1999). Ring2100-l-digest.
“Barry Hayden’s Buckle Count Help.” (Nov. 9, 1999). Ring2100-l-digest.
“To change or not to change, that is the question.” (Sep. 8, 2000). Ring2100-l-digest.
“Australian Shuffle Formula.” (Nov. 7, 2000). Ring2100-l-digest
"Five for Scotland and the U.S." (2002). Foo Can #2. (Duffie/Robertson).


"Metamorphosis." (2004). *Precursor* #XCII.

"Spreading and Staggering." (2004). *Precursor* #XCIII.

"Fast and Loose." (2004). *Precursor* #XCIII.


"Reds and Blacks and Jacks." (2005). *Precursor* #XCVIII.

"Jog Switch." (2006). *Precursor* #XCIX.

"Royal Gathering." (2006). *Precursor* #XCIX.


"R&D's Count Spell Extra," (2006). *Prolix*, Issue no. 2. [This is really all Peter’s].


"Block Mexican Turnover," (2009). *Prolix*, Issue no. 6. (reprinted from *Diamonds From Coal*).


"Robin Robertson’s Mix and Match," (2010). In Jack Kent Tillar’s *Quintet: Predictions for all..."
Occasions. (Reprinted from Card Modes).